Sleep 2.1
Scripting Language for Java
http://sleep.hick.org/

This is a talk on the Sleep Scripting Language. My main goal is to raise
awareness of the project and talk a little bit about where scripting can fit
into Java apps.
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Overview
!
!
!
!

Overview of Sleep
What Sleep doesn’t do
The Betty Crocker Secret (jIRCii)
Demos

Plan is to provide an overview of sleep, cover some of its limitations,
and again talk about why Sleep exists and what it can do for a rich
desktop app.
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Sleep 2.1
!
!
!
!
!
!
!

Perl, Objective-C style syntax
First-class functions, coroutines
Complete access to Java class library
Built-in debugging
Embeddable / Extensible
Pure Java implementation
# copy.sl [original
Open Source

file] [new file]

$in = openf(@ARGV[0]);
$data = readb($in, lof(@ARGV[0]));
$out = openf(">" . @ARGV[1]);
writeb($out, $data);
closef($in);
closef($out);

As the slide shows Sleep has a number of nifty features. I’ve been working on it for over 5 years now. As
the screenshot will attest to, Sleep has been available as a project for others to use for over 3 years now.
The example script gives a taste of the syntax.
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What Sleep doesn’t do...
!
!

!

Design Principle: I will not be all things to all people
Missing from the (default) Sleep library
! GUI Toolkit
! XML
! UDP Sockets
! Database Access
! Access to COM Objects <-- although this is cool…

Answer: utilize the Java API directly
!

(Sleep can do this…)

My own professional and personal development efforts don’t steer
much into the enterprise world anymore. As such Sleep does not by
default solve problems in these areas. It can however utilize the Java
API pretty directly so this isn’t a big problem. Need a GUI? Use Swing.
Sleep is also extensible with new syntax through “bridges”. For
example one user in Norway wrote a JDBC bridge for Sleep.
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Perl Style…

Sleep’s syntax does have a Perl style to it. This script examples
demonstrates Sleep calculating MD5 digests for all files on the file
system. The actual hash function opens a file, consumes its contents,
and calculates a hash on all data read. Only one line of code (at the
bottom) is necessary to recurse the entire filesystem and apply this
hash function to all files
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Access to Java Class Library
!

Objective-C like syntax

[object message: arg1, arg2, …]
!
!

Objective-C bootstraps OO features on top of C
Aim here is to bootstrap Java OO of Sleep

As mentioned Sleep does have access to the Java class library.
Syntax is similar to Objective-C. Reason: Objective-C bolts OO onto C
and it is pretty obvious when one is working in C or talking to the
objective-C runtime. Perl’s OO never made much sense to me and so I
decided to use an Objective-C style to providing access to the java
class library. Sleep handles matching its data types to the appropriate
method.
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Access to Java Class Library

Example inspired from-- http://www.javaworld.com/javaworld/jw-03-2005/jw-0314-scripting_p.html

Here is an example of Sleep creating a little Swing application. If
you’re familiar with Java this will make sense right away. Imports work
the same as in Java (although Sleep can also import from .jar files not
in the classpath as well). If you’re comfortable with the syntax on the
previous slide and know the API you want to use, you can start
applying your Java classpath knowledge in Sleep right away.
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Access to Java Class Library

Again here is another neat example of the Java class library and
Sleep’s own abstractions working together. I’m using Java’s facilities to
open a file handle and apply a GZIP InputStream to this handle. I then
use a function in the SleepUtils class to wrap this Java InputStream into
a Sleep IOObject that is now accessible and workable with Sleep’s IO
API.
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Built-in debugging
!

Trace all function calls

As Sleep is meant to embed into apps and also meant to span to users
who may not be Java developers, some built-in debugging functionality
is provided. This example demonstrates Sleep’s built-in ability to trace
all function calls.
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Built-in debugging
!

Watch variables

Other debugging functionality is provided as well. Here I show Sleep’s
ability to “watch” variables and report all changes to them. As scalar
containers are passed by reference, a function can update its
arguments. This shows how watch can help developers catch onto
those side effects. Besides watch and trace, Sleep also includes a
built-in profiler and different levels of verbosity when reporting errors.
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The Betty Crocker Secret
!

The Betty Crocker Secret
!

!

“it tastes better when you add your own egg”

Scripting has everything to do with Betty Crocker
!
!
!

Allow users to “own” their copy of your software
Give life to your software beyond your own code
Speed up your own development process

Now that you have an idea about Sleep, lets talk about where it can fit
into an app. Betty Crocker cakemix used to do everything, just add
water. But it wasn’t being adopted. Once Betty Crocker removed
powdered egg from the mix and allowed “users” to customize the mix
by adding their own egg, the cake was suddenly their creation, not
Betty Crockers. This concept applies in building a community around
software as well. By allowing users to extend and add on to your app
(scripting is just an easy and accessible way to do this), users will feel
more affinity with what you created and even a little ownership over it.
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!
!
!
!

Internet Relay Chat client
Standards compliant
Web startable
Fully scriptable
!

Menus, aliases, events, key bindings

!

Active user community

!

Open Source

!

50+ scripts add new functionality

I’ve applied the Betty Crocker secret to jIRCii. An IRC client that embeds Sleep and proves I do eat my own
dog food. One of the neat innovations in jIRCii is it extends Sleep to add keywords like menu, menubar,
and item. I used these to script all of my popup menus. I hate writing popup menus by hand (long
recompile, launch app, lots of repeated code). With my simple popup abstraction in the scripting lang, I
found my development productivity increased because I was able to test new configurations on the fly
without even restarting the app.
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Obfuscated Sleep

Ultimately, one has to ask… if you build it will they come? With jIRCii
I’ve found the answer to be yes. Sleep is different from a lot of other
scripting offerings as it aims to be accessible to the novice user with no
Java knowledge (without sacrificing power). And in this screenshot
taken from a conversation I show a user pasting a relatively complex
sleep snippet. On a personal level its fun and rewarding to see folks
applying my tool in a creative way. Although seeing obfuscated sleep
is kind of scary. Oh well, at least it didn’t crash the IRC client. (The
code being shown by blue-elf is meant to display a sorted list of all
users on the channel with a colored indicator of their channel status).
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Demo Time…

I didn’t have time to do any of my demos as I was cutting it close as is.
If I did have time I would have shown off jIRCii and how popup menus
can be scripted, scripts reloaded, and probably some other stuff. You
can check it out yourself at http://jircii.hick.org/
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Summary
!
!
!
!

Overview of Sleep
What Sleep doesn’t do
The Betty Crocker Secret (jIRCii)
Demos

In a nutshell that is my presentation on Sleep. Main take away is to
help raise an awareness of Sleep itself. I’m nearing a big release
within the next few months. As a side goal I hope I helped raise some
awareness about the possibilities embedded scripting can offer
applications. Thanks to CDJDN for allowing me to peddle my wares
and for the free beer.
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